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Surviving documents offer the picture of 'Peter Grimes on Aldeburgh beach' Aldeburgh. The Making of Peter Grimes by Benjamin Britten: Intercept - John lshaw, the producer, Benjamin Britten and his life partner, tenor Peter Pears, were in the U.S. in 1941 when they found the Making of Peter Grimes: Faber Music Peter Grimes is unusual because the first germ of the opera was provided by the escaped from Aldeburgh in spirit, and it was the making of him as a poet'. ?BBC - Radio 4 - Making of Music - BBC production of Peter Grimes. View images relating to The Making of Music series and timeline. BBC production of Peter Grimes: John lshaw, the producer, Benjamin Britten and Peter The Making of Peter Grimes: Notes and Commentaries - Google Books Result The premiere of Peter Grimes on 7 June 1945 announced the emergence of the first great composer of opera in English since Purcell.
